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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the researcher presents the discussion about research

background, research problems, research objectives, scope and limitation,

research significance, and definition of key terms.

1.1 Research Background

Language is very important to provide and carry on relationship between

people and society. Language is learned and explained in linguistics. Linguistics

field is divided into several branches, one of them is sociolinguistics. According

to Wardaugh (2006), Sociolinguistics study is focused on the investigation of the

relationship between language and society. This study is aimed to get better

comprehension on the language structure and function in the communication. The

influence of society in language is not only producing good language, but it also

produces bad language. One example of bad language is swearing expression.

Swearing expression is believed as words that have power which is ruled

by “sacral” concept of word magic (Hughes, 2006). Swearing is correlated with

language variation as language used in swearing are classified as bad towards

social attitudes. Therefore, expressions for swearing are different from the

standard language use. Swearing is usually used by teenagers and adults

functioned as an indication of emotions, such as: anger, fear, sad, offense or

admiration. Pinker (2007) states that swearing expression is divided into five

types, namely: descriptive, abusive, idiomatic, emphatic, and cathartic swearing

expression. Swearing expressions appear in many kinds of films, especially
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gangster films. The current research is conducted the study on the English

gangster film entitled “The Hitman’s Bodyguard” film. “The Hitman’s

Bodyguard” is a film about bodyguard named Michael Bryce and Darius Kincaid.

In this film, the researcher finds swearing expressions used frequently by two

main characters.

There are three previous researches related to the current research. The

first previous research was conducted by Maulana (2014) entitled ”Analysis of

Bad Language Found in an Animated Comedy Film The Simpsons Movie”. The

researcher explains “The Simpsons Movie” categorized as mild offensive. The

finding of the research showed that there were five types of bad language in “The

Simpsons Movie”, such as: slang, vulgarity, insult, swearing, and blasphemy.

The second previous research was conducted by Ramadinata (2013)

entitled “An Analysis of Swear Words Used in “Eminem” Song Lyrics”. The

finding of the research showed there were seven categories of swear words that

“Eminem” mostly used such as copulative, excretory, sexual irregularities,

human genital, animal, mother in law, and death terms, for instance: the word

“fuck” was categorized into copulative terms, and the meaning of this word was

related to the sexual intercourse between man and woman.

The third previous research was conducted by Pradana (2015) entitled

“An Analysis of Swearing Words Used by Ted in The Movie Ted Is Coming”.

The genre of Ted Is Coming film is comedy. The finding of this research showed

there were forty five swearing expression used by Ted to show his awe, anger,
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upset, stress, and hurt. In this research, the word “fuck” is determined as the most

dominant swearing word in the movie “Ted is Coming”.

Those previous researches were focused on Bad Language used in the

Simpson movie using the theory of Hughes, the swearing used in Eminem song

lyrics using the theory of Liedlich which dealt with 7 categories of swearing and

the swearing used in the comedy film “Ted Is Coming” which focused on swear

words, its purpose and meaning; whereas the current research is focused in

swearing expression used by the main character in a gangster film “The Hitman’s

Bodyguard” film using the theory of Pinker which deals with 5 types of swearing

expressions. Comprehending the reason why people use swearing expression is

significant in order to get better understanding its context and respond

appropriately. In addition, Finn (2017) states that swearing expression is one

important part of language as it has power to express the emotion. Swearing

expression can be used as weapon especially when consequences of the situation

can be terrible, such as: bullying, losing status, getting into risky situations, and

damaging relationships. Based on the previous explanation, the researcher is

interested in conducting the research of swearing expression entitled “An

Analysis of Swearing Found in The Hitman’s Bodyguard” .

1.2 Research Problems

Based on the research background’s description, the researcher formulates

the problems as:

1. What are the swearing expressions used by two main characters in “The

Hitman’s Bodyguard“ film?
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2. What are the types of swearing expressions used by two main characters in

“The Hitman’s Bodyguard“ film?

3. What is the most dominant type of swearing expressions used by two main

characters in “The Hitman’s Bodyguard” film?

1.3 Research Objectives

The objectives of this research are related to the problem of the study. The

objectives are:

1. To find out the swearing expressions used by two main characters in “The

Hitman’s Bodyguard“ film.

2. To find out the types of swearing expressions by two main characters in

“The Hitman’s Bodyguard“ film.

3. To know the most dominant type of swearing expression used by two main

characters in “The Hitman’s Bodyguard” film.

1.4 Scope and Limitation

The scope of this research is analyzing the verbal expression of swearing

in “The Hitman’s Bodyguard”film. In this film, swearing expression is used by

many characters, but the limitation of this research is focused on the swearing

expressions used by Michael Bryce and Darius Kincaid (two main characters) in

“The Hitman’s Bodyguard”film. “The Hitman’s Bodyguard”film is an American

action film directed by Patrick Hughes in 2017 with 118 minutes length of time.

The example of swearing expression used by Michael Bryce is “get in the fucking

car” (cathartic type) and Darius Kincaid is “motherfucker” (abusive type).
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1.5 Research Significance

This research is expected to give worth contribution to readers, English

language learners, and future researchers. For readers, the research findings

hopefully can help to give more information and knowledge about the terms of

swearing in English speaking country. Meanwhile, for English language learner,

the result of this research is expected to be used as the reference in learning or

learning material of sociolinguistics study as swearing expression is a taboo

language that commonly appears in daily life. Finally, for future researchers, the

research findings are expected to be the reference and foundation in order to

conduct the further research.

1.6 Definition of Key Terms

 Analysis: an expository writing form in which the writer separates an object

into its part or elements (Nordquist, 2017).

 Swearing: swearing is highly indiscriminate in its references, drawing on a

whole distance of source mentioned earlier, from the sexual, excretory and

personal to the religion and politic (Hughes, 2006).

 “The Hitman’s Bodyguard”film: An American gangster film about the

world’s elite agent directed by Patrick Hughes in 2017.

 Film : a design that in reality may be a video (LoBrutto, 2002).
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